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hile Congress has long declared
that patent eligible subject matter resides in four broad categories — processes, machines,
manufactures and compositions of matter1
— various Courts have clarified that the
scope of patent eligible subject matter does
not include: laws of nature; natural phenomena; and abstract ideas.2 Currently, both
Congress and the Courts are struggling
with the question of how to treat the
patentability of software inventions, including those directed to electronic games,
Internet games and other gaming related
systems. Do they constitute patentable subject matter or are they ineligible for patent
protection as being mere abstract ideas?
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Recent Court decisions indicate that the
standard for determining when software
inventions constitute mere abstract ideas is
broadening such that some software inventions may be deemed unpatentable. This
could have an enormous impact on the
patent portfolios of gaming companies.
While the law is still evolving, it is clear that
patents for software discoveries, such as new
electronic gaming systems or Internet
games, are still proper if, for example, they
are focusing on the ability of a machine’s
architecture to do more than merely execute
an otherwise abstract concept.
The issue came to a head earlier this
year in a couple of decisions from the Court
of Appeals for the Federal Circuit (CAFC),
which hears all patent related appeals. First,
in CLS Bank v. Alice Corp., the CAFC sought
to clarify when computer-implemented

inventions constitute unpatentable abstract
ideas.3 In a split 5-5 decision, the Court affirmed a district court holding that patents
claiming a method and system for reducing
risk in financial transactions, embodied nonpatentable, abstract ideas. Although none of
the Court’s five opinions carry the weight of
precedence, they can be seen as a strong indication of the direction that the Court will
head in future decisions involving the requirements for patent eligibility. Indeed, two
proposed tests for determining patent eligibility were laid out in Opinions by Justice
Lourie and Chief Justice Rader, respectively.
First, Justice Lourie’s plurality Opinion
pronounced that all of the claims at hand
were not patent eligible, and he proposed a
three-step analysis for determining patent
eligibility in future cases: (1) whether the
claimed invention fits within one of the four

statutory classes of thirty-five 35 U.S.C. §101, (2)
whether the claimed invention falls within one of
the three judicially created exceptions, and (3)
whether the claims include meaningful limitations
that prevent the claim from being merely an execution of an abstract limitation.4 In analyzing factor
(3), the Opinion states that merely including basic
computer functionality or execution limitations in
claims “to lend speed or efficiency to the performance of an otherwise abstract concept” is not sufficient to meaningfully limit claim scope for purposes
of patent eligibility.”5
Chief Justice Rader’s Opinion, which determined that the system claims that reciting computer
hardware limitations should have been patentable,
proposed the following test for patent eligibility:
“whether the claim contains limitations that meaningfully tie that idea to a concrete reality or actual
application of that idea.”6 In concluding that the system claims should have been patentable, Chief Justice Rader’s Opinion notes that the algorithms
disclosed in the specification of the patent “show even
more clearly that the claims are directed to a concrete
and practical application of any underlying idea.” 7
Common among Justice Lourie and Chief Justice Rader’s Opinions is the concept that the claims
should include meaningful limitations beyond an
abstract idea itself. However, the Opinions do not
set forth a clear definition of what is needed to satisfy this “meaningful” requirement.
Following the CLS decision, the CAFC decided
Ultramercial, Inc. v. Wildtangent which provides further guidance as to how the Court will determine
what constitutes a meaningful limitation.8 In Ultramercial, the CAFC sought to determine whether a
series of claims which relate to a method of advertising over the Internet were mere abstract ideas.9
In determining that the claims at hand embodied
patentable subject matter, the Court concluded that
in order for computer limitations in claims to be
deemed meaningful, they should tie the otherwise
abstract idea to a “specific way for doing something
with a computer, or a specific computer for doing
something….”10 Additionally, the Court indicated
that evidence of patentability was strengthened because claim limitations were present that related to
a user’s interaction with the computer rather than
merely using the computer to speed up the user’s
mental thoughts. Specifically, the
Court noted that claim limitations
pertaining to “controlled interaction with a consumer… [are] far
removed from purely mental steps.”11
Patent claims pertaining to electronic gaming appear to be well-suited for
satisfying the tests proposed by the decisions

“

Recent Court decisions
indicate that the standard for
determining when software
inventions constitute mere
abstract ideas is broadening
such that some software
inventions may be deemed
unpatentable. This could have
an enormous impact on
the patent portfolios of
gaming companies.
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in both CLS and Ultramercial because limitations
which are generally necessary in claiming an electronic game would likely be interpreted to be meaningful beyond any abstract ideas. For example,
limitations pertaining to the hardware components
that link a user to an electronic game with the gaming software, e.g., a personal computer, a graphical
user interface, and user input devices, would likely
tip the scales in favor of the claim being patentable
as for covering a specific way of performing an otherwise abstract process with a computer rather than
using the computer to merely speed up the abstract
process. Furthermore, including claim limitations
pertaining to specific hardware and software components related to electronic games would likely be
seen as transforming a computer into a specific computer for performing a specific task of presenting
and executing a game.
While these cases present clear hurdles to
patentability for software inventions, these hurdles can be overcome for gaming inventors so long
as the patent claims are drafted with these criteria
in mind. ♣
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